
Introducing Lean Model Risk Management
Reduce Model Risk • Streamline Processes • Accelerate Performance

Model Risk Manager

As a result, � nancial institutions have been forced to 
introduce wide reaching model risk frameworks to 
satisfy regulatory expectations, increasing workload and 
straining the capacity of their analytics teams. Highly 
trained, expensive teams of experts are spending more 
and more time documenting, collecting modeling assets 
and providing approval audit trails in response to reviews 
by management, auditors and regulators. Several years 
into the new model management initiatives, attention 
is turning to how organizations can reduce the drag 
on performance by streamlining and automating the 
process. 

Meet Model Risk Manager
Model Risk Manager is a high impact solution that 
enables implementation of e� ective model governance. 
Developed using agile principles and extensive feedback 
from top-20 bank model risk management executives, 
Model Risk Manager is a powerful, highly adaptable 
system that supports the entire model management 
lifecycle.

Model Risk Manager serves as a centralized catalog for 
all models across the organization and provides linked 
access to critical documentation and assets, validation 
results and approval histories, while automating work� ow 
and providing enterprise-wide reporting—satisfying 
compliance requirements.

Increased governance requirements and closer scrutiny of model lifecycles have pushed � nancial institutions to 
seek greater visibility into model risk—and to demonstrate that they are making highly controlled and risk-informed 
decisions throughout the entire model development, validation, and deployment cycle. 

Model Risk Managers:
Spend more time managing model risk and 
less time tracking down models, documents, 
and datasets. Trace cascading risk impacts 
through lineage of related models. Identify 
and prevent common model issues.  Increase 
effi  ciency and optimal use of limited resources. 
Adapt and extend capabilities to meet evolving 
requirements and company growth.

Model Validators and Reviewers:
Spend more time reviewing and less time 
looking for information.  Increase effi  ciency 
through schedule visibility, queueing, resource 
assignments and greater visibility into 
remediation status.

Model Developers:
Reduce time spent responding to review 
questions with comprehensive source of 
relevant information. Increase productivity and 
knowledge transfer with centralized source of re-
usable assets and visibility into review status.

Senior Management:
Gain visibility to overall and business line model 
risk profi le. Know that your model risk is being 
managed.

Auditors and Regulators:
Have easy access to audit trails, supporting 
documentation, and complete model history.

IT Departments:
Ensure ongoing support and maintenance with 
proven, enterprise-class, and well supported 
Microsoft technology foundation.  Enable 
scalable and fl exible enterprise deployment, 
either on premise, hosted, or on Azure.

Empower Your Organization
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Full lifecycle model risk management. Comprehensive 
model inventory with an extensive (and adaptable) set of 
categorization � elds. Manage and track all related activity, 
including model validations, reviews, audits, exceptions, 
and remediation. 

Insight you need, when you need it. Extensive, role-
based views, reports, visualizations, and dashboards. 
Con� gurable alerts and noti� cations based on events, 
thresholds, and time.

Streamline processes and controls. Pre-con� gured 
with leading practice business processes, including 
routing, queueing, and resource balancing, all easily 
con� gurable to your speci� c needs. 

Quick and fl exible deployment. Either on premise, in 
the cloud, or Azure.

Empower collaboration. Emails, appointments, tasks, 
and other activities all tracked to related models and 
review activities. Deeply integrated with everyday 
Microsoft Outlook and O�  ce work tools. 

Comprehensive security and audit trails. Control and 
track who does what, when. 

Proven, world-class technology foundation. Used by 
over 6000 organizations and 1M worldwide. Microsoft 
technology stack, including Dynamics CRM and Microsoft 
data, security, process, and organization services. 

Model Risk Manager Bene� ts

Everything you need to implement model risk lifecycle management today—plus, 
fl exibility to adapt as requirements change and your organization grows.

Adapt with agility, as requirements change and your 
organization grows. User con� gurable dashboards, 
views, alerts, and reports. Fully con� gurable business 
processes, roles, organizational structure, and security. 
Adapt or add new � elds, forms, and even business logic, 
without changing a line of code.
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About FI Consulting 
We specialize in helping fi nancial institutions 

solve complex business challenges by 

applying expertise in data, risk analytics, 

fi nancial modeling, and technology. With 

more than 13 years of experience, we are 

trusted by some of the biggest fi nancial 

institutions in the Federal and private sectors. 

FI Consulting takes pride in providing 

service excellence to government agencies 

and commercial institutions with fi nancial 

challenges impacting mission and customer 

service. We leverage our core capabilities in 

data, analytics, modeling, and technology 

to solve our clients’ most pressing problems 

and help them stay at the forefront of their 

industries. With staff  expertise across the 

fi nancial and analytics domains, we can 

help our clients fi nd the answers they need 

effi  ciently and in a cost eff ective manner.




